Lesson Outline Heather German, May 7,20L5 Grade 7, Lile Science
Activity description/Teacher does

Lesson Part

Students do

Formal

llThe section for formal preassessment begins the lesson sequence
Preassessment land does not need to be shown on subsequent lessons.l
{Sequence stortl

Ittle

What is a pathogen and what does it have to do with me?

State Standard

QSI Unit 9 Learning Target in

Central Focrrs(CR

SketchirgThrough the Text - Pathogens

LeamingTarget

The student

the Ufe Science Curriculum

ILT}

will define what a pathqen is and describe the 4 types
of patlrogensthat can infe€tthe human body-

!nstruction
lnquiry

The teacher will show the learning target on the board and ask
them to underline what they think are the key words.

The students will write down the
llearning target in their notebook,
I

lunderlining key words.
The teacher will ask the students which words they underlined. The
teacher will pick a student to help her by calling on the other
students and write the underlined words from the students on the
board. The underlined words may be: define, pathogen, describe,4
types of pathogens, infect.
The teacher asks the students to write the learning target in their
own words.

lnformal
Assessment The teacher will circulate, listening and helping students to write
the learning target in their own words.

Students will share their
underlined words and discuss
what they mean, writing down
meanings in their notebook.
Students write the learning target
in their own words. The students
will then share this learning target
with a partner and will have the
opportunity to share it with the
class.

Practice Activity 'The teacher has the students read about the 4 types of pathogens
Support
that can infect the body. For each pathogen, after reading about it,
the student will draw a sketch of that particular pathogen, p.774175 in the textbook.
The teacher will circulate answering questions and seeing the
student sketches as they read.
The teacher will have the students fill out the table in their
lnformal workbooks on p. 175 on the 4 types of pathogens. They can do this
Assessment in partners.
The teacher will call on students to share their answers.
Practice Activity The teacher willdraw on the board a graphic organizer of one circle
Support
in the middle and 4 circles connected to the middle circle by lines.
The students are to write the vocabulary word that connects the 4
pathogens in the middle circle (pathogen) and then write the 4

types of pathogens in the outer circles.

Students will read the text about

the 4 types of pathogens. After
reading each, the student will
make a sketch of the pathogen in
their notebook.

The students will fill out the table
in their workbooks on p. 175.

They wiltdiscuss answers when
they are done.
The students willmake a graphic

organizer like the one on the
board in their notebooks. They
will fitl it out with the vocabulary
words they have learned in this
lesson.

The students will break up into two's and share with each other

about the last time they were sick. They will also need to identify
which type of pathogen they were infected with when they were

Closure
last sick.
Assessment

lf there is time, students can share what pathogen they were
infected by the last time they were sick.

Students will discuss with each
other they last time they were
sick and which pathogen caused

the infection.

4. Supporting Science Development through Language
a. Longuage function: What verb appears in your learning target that represents the language function?
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b. Longuoge demand: What learning activities or products will student write, speak, or do to represent the
language demand and an opportunity to practice the language function?'{L.q,^,t.^r-'( sgd"t^ +l* ( e'yg,v,
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d. What learnlng activities enable students to practice using symbols or abstract represintations of
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e. How is discussion (discourse) structured in activities?
f. What other writing or speaking activities enable students to practice vocabulary and the verb shown in-'
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